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Shower or bath? No question! 

The answer is TWINLINE. This is the trendsetting and 
multiple award-winning alternative to the conventional 
bath or shower solutions. This is because it’s is both- a 
bathtub and shower in one! It is made possible by an in-
tegrated shower door, which gives easy and comfortable 
access into the bath and shower area. Pure comfort! 

The 2x1 in the bathroom.

Exclusive from Artweger
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Available from your specialist bathroom supplier:

ARTWALL wall panels

ARTWALL is a modern wall system for bathroom re-
novations. The ARTWALL wall panels have been deve-
loped especially for wet areas and can be fitted directly 
onto an existing sealed tiled surface, or on to the wall. 

Bathroom renovation 
made easy
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Silicone-free WALK IN solutions
The solution with the Walk In is that the end profiles of the 
Artweger ZERO can be recessed into the wall and floor. 
Only the glass is visible - nothing else. The 8mm thick 
glass is fixed to the wall and floor with transparent seals. 
This gives a particularly narrow, regular and silicone-free 
joint.

Silicone-free WALK IN shower Picture: Walk In solution 
with a moving glass panel. 
The Walk In for small rooms!

Transparent seals replace 
silicone joints.
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Exclusive from Artweger



Innovation and quality 
from Austria
Artweger is a family business with production in Bad Ischl, Austria.

Our goal is to make your life a little easier. Therefore, we are 
constantly looking for new ways to offer you more comfort and 
innovation in the bathroom. Our products prove themselves with 
their long-lasting reliability and sophisticated design! Above all, 
we offer great value to our customers!

Less cleaning

• Water pearls off, lime-scale and dirt can hardly get a grip.
• Permanently reduced cleaning
• Holds for the lifetime of the shower

ARTCLEAR GLASS 

Clean glass for the lifetime of the shower

ARTCLEAR GLASS is a new permanent, easy-clean glass for shower  
panels. Here the glass is specially treated and hardened with UV light. 
This protects the glass from aging and corrosion and reduces the amount 
of cleaning  required. 

Added Value: More comfort- long satisfaction

Exclusive from Artweger

Easy to clean due to hinges fixed on the outside
With many Artweger shower panels the hinges and fittings 
are fixed on the outer side. This means that the inner side 
of the glass is completely free from grooves, joints and 
protruding parts on which limescale and dirt can gather. 
Together with ARTCLEAR GLASS, this makes Artweger 
shower panels especially easy to clean. 

Easy Care

360° Barrier-freedom  
Artweger swinging doors with their patented 360 TWIN- 
hinge, open up to 180 inwards and up to 180 outwards. 
This enables a completely free and flexible entry to the 
shower area and gives more freedom of movement in 
the bathroom.

Patented barrier-freedom in the 
bathroom - the 360 TWIN-hinge.

360° Barrier-freedom

Folding doors with the 360 TWIN-hinge enable ele-
gant space saving solutions. In their resting position, the 
door panels rest against the wall and you have more 
space in the bathroom! When showering, the folding 
doors are opened to give a roomy shower area.

Simply fold the shower area 
away for more free space 

in the bathroom!

More space in the bathroom

Picture: Artweger 360

Picture: Artweger 360

For the last 20 years, Artweger 
hinges have been fitted using a 

tried and tested glueing technique 
which enables easier cleaning of 

the shower glass.

Exclusive from Artweger

Exclusive from Artweger

Our promise: We will make your life easier

HIGHLIGHT


